[Types of liver metastases on MR imaging and characteristics of uncommon types].
Although liver metastases are very common, some of them would be misdiagnosed because of their specific appearance on imaging. This study was to summarize the types of liver metastases according to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) appearance, and explore the characteristics of uncommon types to improve the accuracy of diagnosis. A total of 174 consecutive patients with liver metastases were screened from the patients with diagnosis or suspicion of liver metastases according to plate or enhanced MRI scan. Liver metastases were confirmed through pathologic examination, medical imaging, or follow-up. Lesions were categorized as nodular, segment, and diffusion classes by shape, and categorized as common, mimicking hemangioma, and mimicking cyst patterns according to the characteristics of signal intensity. Common primary tumors of liver metastases were colon and rectum carcinomas (31.0%). According to the shape of lesions, the proportions of nodular, segment, and diffusion classes were 96.6%, 2.3%, and 1.1%, respectively. According to the characteristics of signal intensity, the proportions of common, mimicking hemangioma, and mimicking cyst patterns were 87.9%, 4.0%, and 8.1%, respectively. Most liver metastases are nodular in shape, and present as common pattern, but some uncommon types also exist. MRI scan and clinical follow-up could increase the accuracy of diagnosis.